The Leg-Wheel-Vehicle paradigm offers remarkable and diverse opportunities for creation of mobile and maneuverable terrestrial locomotion systems. However, this capability needs to be unlocked by careful design and control of the individual articulations, the sub-chains and the systems as a whole. Viewing leg-wheel vehicles as another class of parallel-kinematic systems now facilitates the systematic application of the rich theory of Articulated Multi-body Systems to quantitatively evaluate design and control of such systems.
Introduction
Leg-Wheel-Vehicles (LWV) are a class of wheeled locomotion systems where the chassis is connected to a set of ground-contact wheels via actively-or passivelycontrolled legs, which can regulate wheel placement with respect to chassis during locomotion. These LWV systems exploit the reconfigurability and redundancy to realize significant benefits (improved stability, obstacle surmounting capability, and enhanced robustness) over both traditional wheeled and legged-systems. The combination of these benefits is extremely valuable in a variety of application settings from material handling on the shop floor to challenging uneven-terrain exploration.
However, LWVs are highly-constrained systems, subjected to both holonomic constraints (due to the multiple closed-loops) and non-holonomic constraints (due to wheel/ground contacts). Violation of these constraints, e.g. in terms of slipping and skidding at the ground-wheel contacts, results both in energy-dissipation and estimation-uncertainty. Hence considerable research has focused both on: (i) enhanced-suspension-design (kinematic and kinetostatic), to avoid constraint violation without either sacrificing payload capacity or increasing power consumption; and (ii) active-coordinated-control for enhancing mobility, stability and traction.
In this article we first present some background on such LWVs followed by a brief literature survey. We focus in on the computational/algorithmic implementation of screw-theoretic framework that aids the modeling, analysis, refinement and control of such systems. We conclude with a discussion of the promise and potential of the LWV paradigm by means of a quantitative comparative analysis of two LWV examples.
Background
Wheeled Mobile Platforms/Vehicles have been the preferred architecture for man-made terrestrial locomotion systems, by virtue of simplicity of mechanical construction and control, favorable payload-to-weight ratios, excellent load and tractive-force distribution; enhanced stability and energy-efficiency.
However, multiple disk-wheels cannot be attached arbitrarily to a single common platform/chassis without creating kinematic overconstraint (due to the lack of compatibility between the instantaneous motions of all moving parts). The enforcement of wheel ground contact constraints is solely via force-closure (and hence can be violated). This creates highly undesirable kinematic wheel-slip (skidding/slipping/scrubbing) resulting in reduced efficiency, poor odometry and unpredictable stick-slip behavior.
Kinematic overconstraint has traditionally been relieved by the addition of mechanical compliance (in the form of bushings and couplings) to mitigate the undesired constraint violation. A case can be made for the systematic and careful introduction of additional mechanical compliance -in the form of small articulated sub-chains with passive (springs/dampers) or semi-active (adjustable springdampers) or active (motorized) actuation. The resulting LWV systems form multiple closed kinematic loops with the ground that serve to constrain and redirect the effective forces and motions on the chassis.
Traditionally, wheeled mobile robots were considered to operate on planar surfaces, allowing the wheels to be modeled as thin disk-wheels (with holonomic rolling-without-slip constraint in the forward direction and non-holonomic no-sideslip constraint in the lateral direction). A number of authors have surveyed the various planar wheeled platform systems and their kinematic motion analysis in the plane [1, 4] . Kinematic compatibility is established, evaluated and maintained in terms of matching of the Instantaneous Center of Rotations (ICR) of the disk-wheels and the chassis/platform. Campion et al. [6] present a systematic, general and unifying approach for derivation of kinematic-and dynamic-models of planar wheeled vehicle, with arbitrary number of various types of planar articulated-legwheel chains attached to a common chassis.
In our own past work, we examine the potential for further generalizing and extending this work to create planar Composite Wheeled Vehicles that exploit active-or passive-articulated sub-chains for relaxing the rigid body constraints between the various axles by introducing further articulations [1, 3, 9, 14, 18] . The resulting articulations endow the composite vehicle with: (i) ability to accommodate changes in the relative configuration; (ii) redundant sensing for localizing the modules; and (iii) redundant actuation method for moving the common object to compensate for disturbances in the motions of the base.
Many new challenges are encountered when full three dimensional vehicle motion with varied wheel-ground contacts need to be considered. Various authors had noted that proper vehicle kinematic design, with appropriate internal reconfiguration degrees-of-freedom, is required to permit adaptation to uneven surfaces. Numerous articles examined passive accommodation of varied ground/wheel contact using an articulated axles/chassis e.g. Variable Length Axle [8, 16] and Passive Variable Camber [2, 7] . For rougher terrain applications, significantly more freedom becomes necessary between the chassis and ground contact, creating hybrid-articulated leg-wheel subsystem-designs. Numerous variants of such designs are possible depending upon the type, number, sequencing and nature of actuation (active/passive) of the joints. Examples range from the Mars Rover [11] and Shrimp [15] with rocker bogie suspensions, the WAAV [17] and Nomad [19] with articulated frames; to systems like the WorkPartner [12] and ALDURO [13] with powered legs and active/passive wheels.
Problem Formulation
A systematic design, analysis and control framework that builds upon individual component capability to examine system-level behavior is desirable. We are currently examining one such computational differential-geometry framework [9, 10] that builds upon the rich articulated multi-body literature and provides the tools to characterize, analyze, and validate seemingly disparate articulated-wheeled locomotion systems in a unified manner. The extension of the planar ICR theory to the instantaneous-screw-axes (ISA) theory proves critical for treatment of spatial cases but there is relatively limited work in this regard [5, 16] . Sreenivasan and Nanua [16] explored first-and second-order kinematic characteristics of wheeled vehicles on uneven terrain in order to determine vehicle mobility using screwtheory. Bruyninckx and Schutter [5] examined a description of the statics and velocity kinematics of serial, parallel and mobile robots based on the fundamental concepts of twists/wrenches and reciprocity and proposed a unified treatment of serial, parallel and mobile robot kinematics.
Inspired by these efforts, in our work we examined a systematic and symbolic rapid computational formulation of kinematic models for the general class of LWVs, shown in Fig.1 . Further, automating this process by using the symbolic toolbox in MATLAB, facilitates the rapid modeling and analysis of any given design of a LWVs [10] . Twist-and wrench-based approaches had previously been used to analyze motion and force capabilities of in-parallel articulated mechanical-systems (such as parallel manipulators or multi-fingered grasping) but never for articulated-systems with rolling wheel-ground contacts. Our contribution lay in extending the twist-and wrench-based modeling framework to such articulated wheeled robotic systems (and subsuming the extant specialized approaches for ordinary wheeled robots [5] ). Automating this process by use of symbolic analysis methods facilitates the rapid analysis of various designs. The resulting modeling and analysis framework is well suited for both the design and control of such LWVs.
Case Study: Comparative Analysis of Two Leg-Wheel-Vehicles
We now perform the comparative kinematic analysis of two highly maneuverable and reconfigurable LWVs. Fig.2 shows two examples of spatial legwheel sub-chains attached symmetrically to a triangular platform. Case 1 has five DOF for front leg-wheel and four DOF for rear leg-wheel, and case 2 has four DOF for front leg-wheel and three DOF for rear leg-wheel. One motor powers the wheel; one motor for steering of caster and one motor for changing the elevation of the link with respect to the platform and another one attached to the link where can change the geometry of the leg. The linear actuator in each leg plays an important role in supporting the weight of the chassis. We assign coordinate frames as shown in Figure 2 and set up the homogenous transformation between the various frames of references. Then, twist vectors expressed in local frames and contact twists expressed in contact frame are found, illustrated in Fig.1 . After applying the nonholonomic constraints to the system and restricting the motion of the components of the system, we form the velocity level kinematic equations. As examples of parallel architecture systems, the final effective kinematics relations for our leg-wheel systems may be written as: Various performance indices such as manipulability [23] isotropy [24] may now be extended for such LWV. The performance indices are usually formed based on the evaluation of the determinant, norms, singular values and eigenvalues of the Jacobian matrix. Merlet reviewed the merits and weaknesses of these indices [20] . These indices have physical interpretation and are useful for design, control and optimization [21] . Care must be taken to ensure dimensional homogeneity of the Jacobian matrices, otherwise the ensuing results will depend on the physical units of parameters chosen [22, 23] .
Results
We will assume that the legs are arranged symmetrically about the body. By virtue of the redundancy within the locomotion system, we note that the legs can assume a variety of configurations without altering the pose of the chassis. The choice of configuration however affects the mobility and maneuverability of the overall system.
Hence we conducted a numerical study to examine this as follows. We place an inertial frame of reference at the chassis frame of reference such that x, y, z, Roll, T . Then relative to the inertial frame, we assume that axles of all the 3 leg-wheel systems are symmetrically distributed on a circle of radius (R) located at a height (H) below the XY plane of the chassis frame of reference.
We perform inverse kinematics to how determine the configuration angles of each leg, which then allows us to compute the manipulability of the system. In Figure 3 we compute and depict the translational manipulability of Leg Wheel Vehicle 1. The ultimate goal of this exercise was to aid the determination of the best pose (or sets of poses) for the internal configuration of the redundant LWV to maximize its manipulability. 
Discussion
The Leg-Wheel-Vehicle paradigm offers remarkable and diverse opportunities for creation of very mobile and maneuverable terrestrial locomotion systems. However, the capabilities of Leg-Wheel locomotion systems to manipulate the chassis/payload (to improve obstacle surmounting capabilities and reduce actuation requirements) needs to be carefully unlocked by both design and control.
The nature and number of both the added wheels, together with the intermediate articulations, has a significant influence on the mobility, maneuverability, controllability, stability and efficiency of the wheeled vehicle. Viewing such LWVs as yet another class of parallel-kinematic chains (with multiple articulated leg-wheel branches attached to a common chassis) allows the systematic application of the rich theory of articulated multibody systems to design, analyze, simulate and control of the ensuing systems. 
